PRESS RELEASE GREENTECH FESTIVAL 2022
GREENTECH FESTIVAL comes to Asia
Berlin, Juni 2022. After the successful and record breaking GREENTECH
FESTIVAL (GTF) - Europe's largest event for green technologies and sustainable
lifestyle - in Berlin from June 22-24, 2022 at the former TXL Airport with more than
200 exhibitors and over 13,000 visitors the founders of the GTF announced to hold
the first edition of GREENTECH FESTIVAL in Singapore this year from November
17-18, 2022 at the Gardens by the Bay Singapore.
Nico Rosberg - co-founder of the GTF said "I am very excited to move to Singapore.
It's a very memorable destination of my F1 career and I won the price of Singapore.
Now it's time for us to support Singapore and celebrate change for this metropolis in
Asia. The GREENTECH FESTIVAL is fully committed to show the best innovations
and technologies as well as bringing some of our partners like Audi, Lufthansa or
Siemens to Singapore."
Marco Voigt - co-founder of the GTF is equally excited to bring the show to Singapore
and mentioned that Singapore has proven to be the best destination for Green
Technologies and Sustainable businesses ideas in Asia. Singapores water treatment
technologies are already world leading technologies and many new projects in
Singapore such as the Gardens by the Bay that fully self sufficient can show us how
we can preserve the planet by supporting new technologies and innovations. "Our
Singapore edition will focus on sustainable city planning and green building
technologies. This area is were we feel Singapore is already pathing the way for the
Asian nations. The GTF team is fully committed to bring the show to Singapore and
establish and equally important show in Asia. GTF shows a long-term committment in
each region of the world. With our editions in Berlin, New York City and London we
feel Singapore is very important to mark on the map for GTF", added Voigt.
The GREENTECH FESTIVAL in Singapore will host the renowned GTF AWARDS on
November 17 followed by a high level C-suite conference on November 18 at
Gardens by the Bay to discuss the lastest issues and trends for sustainable building
& city planning followed by workshops within the town of Singapore. The organisers
expect more than 40 high level speakers as well as 1500 paid delegates at Gardens
by the Bay.
GTF CEO Mrs Judith Kuehn provides a litte more information "We are very happy to
bring GTF to Singapore and we want not only bringing our event to Singapore but
most important learn from Singapore and Asia what is needed in the market.
Together with the Singapore Tourism Board, which has been a great support so far

and visited us in Berlin, we are also coming to Singapore to learn from the region and
create something new. Our GTF AWARDS are a very prestigous award for the
industry and we are proud to present some awards in Singapore. On the 2nd day we
are going to prepare some very interesting topics around the core of Green
Technologies such as Green Business, Sustainable Lifestyle, Green Building
Technologies & City Planning. The programme will include plenty of networking
opportunities and some workshops. At the same time we warmly invite students to
the festival to explore the products and new businesses. We are very happy to be
supported by our local event partner Expos Asia and its founder Bjoern Kempe who
is also living in Berlin and his long term partners Rosalind Ng and Daniel Chua. GTF
feels the strong support from our partners and sponsors so many of the existing
partners have decided right away to follow us to Singapore."
Mr Chi Chuan Poh, Executive Director, Exhibitions & Conferences, Experience
Development Group of Singapore Tourism board added "Singapore is welcoming the
GREENTECH FESTIVAL from Berlin. The festival comes at the perfect time for the
country.The bridge Berlin - Singapore will provide us with many opportunities that we
don't have elsewhere in the world. The Singapore Tourism Board is proud to support
the festival and wishes a long-term partnership for the country and the region.
Mark the date: November 17-18, 2022
About
The GREENTECH FESTIVAL (GTF) by founders Sven Krüger, Nico Rosberg and
Marco Voigt is the largest sustainability festival in Europe with the GTF EXHIBITION,
GTF CONFERENCE and GREEN AWARDS: More than 200 exhibitors in the
exhibition, a variety of panels and keynotes at the conference and, as a highlight, the
awards, which honor the most progressive projects worldwide in an exclusive
evening event.
Now is the time: We must radically reinterpret the way we live and do business. Now.
This is the only way we can enable a future for people and the environment on this
planet. Together for transformative change: during the GREENTECH FESTIVAL in
Berlin, everyone who wants to make a difference came together. From June 22-24,
2022, the GTF became a venue for innovation, inspiration and ideas, creating a place
where green technologies are presented, discussed and awarded - to show what it
means to act in a more resource-efficient way, to strive for a better future and to live
up to our ethical obligations. From now on, this will happen in more places throughout
the year. The GREENTECH FESTIVAL kicked off its world tour last November in
London and will take place in New York, London and Singapore in 2022. Let's
celebrate change all over the planet - because this planet needs change.
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